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ABSTRACT

ARTICLE HISTORY

Formal guidelines for statistical reporting of non-randomized studies are important for journals that publish results of such studies.
Although it is gratifying to see some journals providing guidelines
for statistical reporting, we feel that the current guidelines that we
have seen are not entirely adequate when the study is used to draw
causal conclusions. We therefore offer some comments on ways to
improve these studies. In particular, we discuss and illustrate what we
regard as the need for an essential initial stage of any such statistical
analysis, the conceptual stage, which formally describes the embedding of a non-randomized study within a hypothetical randomized
experiment.
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1. Introduction
According to Cochran [1]:
Dorn (1953) recommended that the planner of an observational study should always ask
himself1 the question, ‘How would the study be conducted if it were possible to do it by
controlled experimentation?’

By proposing to begin by conceptualizing a related controlled experiment, Dorn’s advice
set the stage for the estimation of the causal effect of an exposure, whether randomized or
not.
Recently, there have been relatively extensive discussions about how to report empirical
evidence from non-randomized studies in applied fields such as medicine, epidemiology,
and social science. Even though we agree with many aspects of these published guidelines,2
we think that (i) some of their points should be stated more forcefully and (ii) some
important points have been omitted. More specifically, we feel that the guidelines that
we have seen are inadequate in at least one important aspect: A non-randomized study
that estimates causal effects using Fisherian p-values or other common measures of uncertainty, such as Neymanian confidence intervals for estimands, should always be explicitly
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embedded within hypothetical randomized experiments; without this step, any probabilistic statements generally have little formal Fisherian or Neymanian foundation. Moreover,
the results from a particular proposed hypothetical randomized experiment should be
challenged by plausible deviations from the assumed randomized assignment mechanism
using sensitivity analyses, which influence the discussion of results. Our recommendations apply to any non-randomized study estimating the effects of causal (i.e. manipulable)
factors.
More explicitly, we present a sequence of, what we regard as essential steps (i.e. conceptual, design, statistical analysis, sensitivity analysis, and summary stages) that we believe
need to be undertaken before summarizing empirical evidence of a non-randomized study

Figure 1. Contrasting two approaches to the analysis of non-randomized studies of causal eﬀects.
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(Figure 1); here, we expand especially on the conceptual stage because it is critical yet
often omitted. Note that the standard statistical approach, which immediately plunges into
the statistical analysis stage (i.e. regressing the observed outcome on the observed treatment and background variables), effectively proceeds as if the study were randomized with
the statistical analyses reported as if the authors were following a pre-specified statistical
analysis plan (SAP).
Moreover, one of the negative aspects of the recent focus on machine learning contributions to causal inference is the subsequent focus on mechanical details for creating balance
in background covariates (i.e. design stage), without any real concern for the conceptual
stage, e.g. Tarr and Imai [2].

2. The need of a conceptual stage when reporting the statistical analysis of a
non-randomized study that estimates causal effects
A prespecified SAP is required for essentially all clinical trials to be approved by the US
Food and Drug Administration [3]. This systematic requirement and its public availability together force the validity and transparency of the resultant studies, and enhance the
chance for the production of reproducible results. For a specific example of the possible
consequences when this step is omitted, consider a recent controversial non-randomized
clinical study examining the effect of hydroxychloroquine treatment on COVID-19 [4].
This study was approved by the French National Agency for Drug Safety and the French
Ethic Committee, and although we could find some published information on the primary
and secondary endpoints and their evaluation timepoints, we could not find any prespecified SAP on the EU Clinical Trial Register (Number 2020-000890-25). Consequently, we
have little way to access whether the results in the publication should be regarded as simply
exploratory.
Although some journals (e.g. NEJM, JAMA) wisely emphasize the need for a prespecified SAP, not only for randomized trials but also for non-randomized studies, we feel
that this feature should be considered essential for all applied studies to ensure constructive debates of their results and conclusions. We too have previously advocated this
critically important point, but even more extensively and forcefully including the explicit
embedding aspect [5–7], as have others before us [8, 9]. In particular, applied journals
should demand that the SAP of any non-randomized study that estimates causal effects
using standard frequentist statistics include the specification of an assumed hypothetical randomized experiment that generates the basis for Fisherian p-values or Neymanian
confidence intervals.
Of course, the study of an intervention is not the topic of all scientific questions: most
simply, there are two types of variables describing exposures, the modifiable ones, also
called (treatment) factors, and the non-modifiable ones, also called blocks or strata. Causal
relationships focus on treatment factors, whereas blocks allow us to understand differing
susceptibility of different kinds of units to various treatments by examining how treatment
effects vary across strata of units.
The causal inference framework illustrated in Figure 1 has been successfully implemented in recent observational studies examining whether air pollution exposure triggers
multiple sclerosis relapses [10] or changes in human gut microbiome [11]. We now provide
some additional examples.
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Example 2.1: There is no need for the above conceptual stage for studies descriptively
examining the role of non-modifiable variables, for instance, sex. Observing outcome differences between blocks (e.g. observing that males compared to females from the same
population have greater risks of dying from COVID-19) is a descriptive statement, as
opposed to a causal one. We believe the term ‘causal effect’ is ideally reserved to describe
the result of a possible intervention versus the absence of that intervention, i.e. the involvement of a (modifiable) factor at two or more levels, which can be studied within blocks. In
this context, non-randomized studies with both modifiable and non-modifiable variables
should be embedded within hypothetical randomized block experiments.
Example 2.2: Consider studies that focus on the effects of meteorological or natural conditions, such as heat waves, rainfall [12], earthquake [13], on an outcome (e.g. daily number
of crimes, deaths in a city, depression). To formulate the causal question in terms of a hypothetical randomizable intervention, we have to posit that ‘Mother Nature’ randomizes the
occurrence of heat waves (or rainfall, or earthquake) given background covariates defining
blocks, which usually we do not find entirely satisfactory, especially because such formulations do not envision any concrete policy intervention that would encourage or discourage
the natural event. However, the effect of public ‘cooling centers,’ implemented during the
summer 2020 in Boston during a heat alert, could be an interesting question to investigate,
e.g. hypothetically by randomly assigning the locations to have or not have some centers,
within the city. We have only seen such a concrete proposal being actually investigated, in
a few contexts, e.g. a needle exchange program, Frangakis et al [14].
Example 2.3: Suppose we wish to estimate the causal effect of the creation of ‘bicycle
lanes on streets’ on air pollution concentrations. The goal would be to formulate the causal
question using potential outcomes described in terms of hypothetical randomized bicyclelane-related interventions. For instance, suppose that, each year, city mayors decide, at
random within levels of covariates (e.g. region, city size, average socio-economic status), to
create new bicycle lanes within their cities to examine whether annual air pollution concentrations would decrease with more bicycle lanes. Such urban bicycle-friendly policies have
been differentially implemented across cities worldwide, e.g. Rojas-Rueda et al [15–17].
Table 1 reveals the arguable plausibility of this hypothetical intervention.
We denote the bicycle-related intervention by Wi , which equals 1 if it is implemented
by January 1st, 2019 in a city i, and 0 otherwise. First, assume that all interventions were
equally randomized given background covariates, denoted X, which are pre-2019 city
characteristics, e.g. P(Wi = 1|X) = 0.5. Let Yi (Wi = 1) and Yi (Wi = 0) be the potential outcomes (e.g. 2019-averaged PM2.5 concentrations) had the city created bicycle lanes
as of January 1st, 2019 or not. To assess the effect of this hypothetical intervention on air
pollution concentrations, the goal is to estimate the following causal estimand under the
Stable Unit Treatment Value Assumption [18]:
τ :=

N
1 
(Yi (Wi = 1) − Yi (Wi = 0)).
N
i=1

Of course, the randomness of each mayor’s decision seems implausible. We could
instead propose using a randomized encouragement design [19–21] as the template and
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Table 1. Top twenty most bicycle-friendly cities in the world from
2013 to 2019 (Copenhagenize design company).
Ranking
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

2013

2015

2017

2019

Amsterdam
Copenhagen
Utrecht
Seville
Bordeaux
Nantes
Antwerp
Eindhoven
Malmoe
Berlin
Dublin
Tokyo
Munich
Montreal
Nagoya
Rio de Janeiro
Barcelona
Budapest
Paris
Hamburg

Copenhagen
Amsterdam
Utrecht
Eindhoven
Malmoe
Nantes
Bordeaux
Strasbourg
Antwerp
Seville
Barcelona
Ljubljana
Dublin
Buenos Aires
Berlin
Minneapolis
Paris
Hamburg
Munich
Montreal

Copenhagen
Utrecht
Amsterdam
Strasbourg
Malmoe
Bordeaux
Antwerp
Ljubljana
Tokyo
Berlin
Barcelona
Vienna
Paris
Seville
Munich
Nantes
Hamburg
Helsinki
Oslo
Montreal

Copenhagen
Amsterdam
Utrecht
Antwerp
Strasbourg
Bordeaux
Oslo
Paris
Vienna
Helsinki
Bremen
Bogota
Barcelona
Ljubljana
Berlin
Tokyo
Taipei
Montreal
Vancouver
Hamburg

assume that mayors are randomly encouraged or not to create new bicycle lanes in their
city (Zi ). This template seems more plausible to us than an experiment where mayors are
forced to comply with the assigned randomization, as we now describe.
The encouragement effect on the bicycle line creation (e.g. Zi on Wi ) is a causal question
that can be of practical interest for urban planners and policy makers. However, without extraneous assumptions, the ‘intention-to-treat’ (ITT) causal question, where urban
planners are forced to comply with their assignment, provides only indirect insights about
the effectiveness of the encouragement intervention itself on the outcome. Therefore, in
this finite population of mayors, the embedding should be extended to consider a hypothetical randomized experiment with two-sided non-compliance. Let Wi (Zi = 0) and Wi
(Zi = 1) be the potential outcome for creation of bicycle lanes that would be implemented
by January 1st, 2019 had the mayor of city i been encouraged to do so or not. Then, we
are interested in estimating the ‘intention-to-treat’ effect, not among all cities, but rather
in the compliers indicated by ‘co,’ which are units defined by their potential outcomes
Wi (Zi = 1) = 1 and Wi (Zi = 0) = 0, because under the common monotonicity assumption (i.e. no defier, Angrist et al. [22]), this set of cities is the only set of cities that can be
observed with and without bicycle lanes:
τco : =

1 
(Yi (Zi = 1, Wi (Zi = 1) = 1) − Yi (Zi = 0, Wi (Zi = 0) = 0)).
Nco i∈co

Finally, suppose the ultimate goal is to estimate the causal effect of air pollution on
cardiovascular disease. A non-randomized study could examine the effect of the creation
of bicycle lanes that will proxy for encouraging the reduction of vehicle traffic (Zi ), and
thereby decreasing air pollution concentrations (Wi ). In this case, the embedding would
again involve the formulation of a hypothetical randomized experiment with two-sided
non-compliance.
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Recent studies have actually capitalized on meteorological ‘instrumental variables’ (i.e.
indicator variables for which the ‘unconfoundedness’ assumption [23] is assumed to hold),
such as height of the planetary boundary layer, wind speed, and air pressure, to estimate the
effect of air pollution on health outcomes, e.g. Schwartz et al. [24]; here, the description of
a hypothetical intervention modifying such meteorological factors would involve ‘Mother
Nature.’
Example 2.4: Suppose we are interested in estimating the role that air pollution plays in
COVID-19. There are different ways to formulate this imprecise question. We could focus
on the conditional causal effects of ambient air pollution (Wi = 1 for high and Wi = 0 for
low concentrations) on mortality among the blocks of units diagnosed to have COVID19 or not, Bi = B+ if unit i is COVID-19 positive, Bi = B− otherwise, and consider a
hypothetical randomized block experiment for the embedding, where pollution is the randomized treatment factor, where τ (B+ ) and τ (B− ) are the average causal effects among
the B+ and B− blocks.
Or, we could examine whether air pollution and COVID-19 are interacting (causal)
factors for death. Interestingly, similar causal questions have been addressed in randomized in vitro studies [25, 26]. However, randomizing humans to coronavirus (SARS-CoV-2)
infections is unethical. So instead, we could ‘mimic’ a two-factor randomized experiment
and examine whether air pollution (Wi,1 ) and SARS-CoV-2 vaccination (Wi,2 ) are interacting causal factors for death (Yi ). Conducting a randomized clinical trial would be the
‘gold standard’ to estimate this interaction. But, a more common epidemiological approach
when the outcome is rare is to conduct a ‘case-control’ study. We prefer calling such a study,
a ‘case-noncase’ study, to reserve the term ‘control’ for the baseline level of treatment factor.
A standard statistical approach simply regresses logit P(Yi = 1) on a possibly complicated
function of air pollution, SARS-CoV-2 vaccination, and background covariates (Xi ). We
view this strategy as inappropriate, at least without elaboration. Instead, we prefer considering the target study population, from which the cases and non-cases arose, for which we
want to draw causal inferences [27].
More specifically, to do so, we would proceed in four major steps conducted by two
distinct and isolated analysts, or teams:
(1) [Analyst 1] With access to all observed data, multiply-impute all missing potential
outcomes (i.e. Yi : death) under both treatments (i.e. Wi,1 : high air pollution and Wi,2 :
SARS-CoV-2 vaccination) given covariates in the target population. This will also
involve multiply-imputing X values for the unsampled units (i.e. indexed by Ncn +1
to N in Table 2).
(2) [Analyst 1] Strip the outcome data from this multiply-imputed non-randomized data
sets and provide them to other analyst.
(3) [Analyst 2] Embed the resulting multiply-imputed data sets into a hypothetical twofactor (i.e. Wi,1 : high vs. low air pollution and Wi,2 : SARS-CoV-2 vaccination vs. not)
randomized experiment, including a SAP.
(4) [Analyst 2] Analyze the resulting data from the hypothetical experiment following the
a priori defined SAP formulated in Step 3. Causal estimands of interest are the main
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Table 2. Observed and missing data table (case-noncase study, units indexed by 1 to Ncn , target
population study: units indexed by 1 to N).
Unit i

Wi,1

Wi,2

Xi

Yi (Wi,1 = 0, Wi,2 = 0)

Yi (Wi,1 = 0, Wi,2 = 1)

Yi (Wi,1 = 1, Wi,2 = 0)

Yi (Wi,1 = 1,
Wi,2 = 1)

1
...
Ncn
Ncn +1
...
...
N

0
...
1
?
?
?
?

1
...
1
?
?
?
?

X1
...
XNcn
?
?
?
?

?
...
?
?
?
?
?

Y1obs
...
?
?
?
?
?

?
...
?
?
?
?
?

?
...
YNobs
cn
?
?
?
?

effect of high vs. low air pollution, the main effect of SARS-CoV-2 vaccination vs. not,
and their interaction. Respectively, these are defined by:
N
1 
• τW1 : = 2N
(Yi (Wi,1 = 1, Wi,2 = 0) − Yi (Wi,1 = 0, Wi,2 = 0) + Yi (Wi,1 = 1,
i=1

Wi,2 = 1) − Yi (Wi,1 = 0, Wi,2 = 1))
N
1 
(Yi (Wi,1 = 0, Wi,2 = 1) − Yi (Wi,1 = 0, Wi,2 = 0) + Yi (Wi,1 = 1,
• τW2 := 2N
i=1

Wi,2 = 1) − Yi (Wi,1 = 1, Wi,2 = 0))
N
1 
((Yi (Wi,1 = 1, Wi,2 = 1) − Yi (Wi,1 = 0, Wi,2 = 1)) − (Yi (Wi,1
• τW1 ∗W2 := 2N
i=1

= 1, Wi,2 = 0) − Yi (Wi,1 = 0, Wi,2 = 0)))

3. Conclusions
We strongly believe that embedding non-randomized studies in hypothetical randomized experiments, as implied by Dorn’s advice conveyed by Cochran, is an essential step
to obtain transparent, though hypothetical, randomization-based p-values or confidence
intervals. We believe that a non-randomized study lacking such a conceptual stage cannot
generate statistical statements that have any real scientific meaning, even hypothetical; we
must remember that a randomized assignment mechanism, actual or posited, is required
for valid Fisherian or Neymanian inferences. And these inferences change as the specification of the assignment mechanism changes, as illustrated in Bind and Rubin [5], the
results based on a particular, but hypothetically, assignment generally should be accompanied with a sensitivity analysis, e.g. Rosenbaum [28], Bind and Rubin [29], exposing
how answers might change as assumptions about the hypothetical assignment mechanism
change.
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